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This presentation has been prepared for general informational purposes only, as 

regards federal tax law applicable to certain matters related to crypto assets and 

investment funds. The information presented does not constitute legal advice, the 

creation of an attorney-client relationship, or a substitute for legal counsel and is 

not to be acted on or relied on as such for any purpose (including the avoidance of 

penalties). Legal advice must be tailored to the specific circumstances of each case, 

and persons should always consult a suitably qualified lawyer regarding any legal 

problem or matter. The opinions expressed herein are merely the informal views 

of the individuals providing them, and come with no guarantee.
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• Reporting



BASICS OF CRYPTOCURRENCY 
FUNDS

Part I



Types of Funds in Crypto Space

Hedge Funds

• Implement diverse set of 
trading strategies to earn 
income stream

• Crypto a good match for 
algorithmic strategies

• Tax considerations
– Might be trader or investor

– More short-term cap gains 
(especially where §1061 
applies for sponsor)

– Use of aggregation/stuffing

Venture Capital Funds

• “Buy and hold” strategy

• Typically, investing in early-
stage crypto project, often 
investing into developer of 
crypto network for equity 
and tokens

• Tax considerations
– “Investor,” not “trader”

– Long-term capital gains

– QSBS

– Stock, SAFTs, warrants, etc.



Three Primary Types of Investors
Factor U.S. taxable Tax-exempt Foreign

Taxable 
on . . .

All income 
unless 
exemption 
applies

Unrelated business taxable 
income (UBTI), including 
unrelated debt-financed 
income

Income effectively-
connected to U.S. trade 
or business (ECI) and 
withholding on US FDAP

Wants No entity-level 
tax

No phantom 
income

Fully exempt income

If not available, typically 
prefer corporate blocker to 
take UBTI (but not always)

Fully exempt income

If not available, prefer 
blocker corporation to 
take U.S. tax filing

Major 
crypto 
issues

Timing

Maximum long-
term capital 
gains

Deduction 
limits

UBTI exclusions do not 
cover many transactions 
(unlike for conventional 
funds)

Thus, must proceed 
through full UTB analysis

Commodities safe 
harbor may help

For other activities, 
location of trade or 
business and source of 
income unclear but 
crucial



BASIC CRYPTO ASSET STRUCTURES 
AND CONCEPTS

Part I Continued



Basic Crypto Network 
Structure

1. Token holders and 
network: Benefits to 
holders, using/ 
exchanging tokens

2. Network operators and 
network: Operate 
network to obtain 
tokens/avoid loss of 
value

3. Developers and 
network: Establish, 
possibly update 
network—retain or 
receive tokens in return

NetworkNetwork

Token 
holders

Network 
operators

Developers

11 22

33



Technological Features that Make 
Networks Work

• Ownership of Tokens: Tokens have public, private keys associated, 
allowing for provable ownership of each token as a non-copiable 
digital asset, with unique features (see  next slide)

• “Smart contracts”: Can program “contracts” in computer code, 
which run on networks, and can affect ownership/rights in tokens 
of own or other crypto networks

• Selfish Network Operators Together Make Reliable Service: 
– Generally, anyone can choose to become network operator—no 

permission required—and token holders receive network services 
from any of them (as chosen by network’s rules)

– Network operators have economic incentives which, with 
cryptographic nature of network, should cause them to coalesce on 
single right way to run network (reaching “distributed consensus”)



Kinds of Tokens
• Software/social networks can recognize crypto 

assets and provide benefits to their owners 
(potentially in exchange for the assets); 
essentially any digital or legal service could be 
provided. Can have multiple token types per 
network.

• Examples:
– Utility tokens
– Governance tokens
– Non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
– Stablecoins
– Financial interest
– Title



Example of More Complex Network—
Automated Market Maker

NetworkNetwork

Token 
holders

Network 
operators

Developers

11 22

33

Network-controlled 
tokens (from 

contributions; sales, 
setting sales price 

algorithmically)

Governance 
(only by persons 
holding special 

governance 
tokens 

representing 
voting rights)

Contribute non-native tokens to 
receive native token (representing 

share of fees, return of capital)

Sell 
for 
fee

Customers

Runs “on 
top of” 

Ethereum 
or other

lower-level 
network



Common 

Forms of Fund 

Investments in 

Cryptocurrency

• Portfolios of cyptocurrency: BTC, ETH, XRP, SOL, 

DOT, etc.

– Classified as convertible virtual currency

• NFTs or Non-Fungible Tokens

– Most likely, also classified as convertible virtual 

currency

• Borrowing, lending, earning rewards

• Staking

• “Market neutral” strategies and high frequency trading

• SAFTs, SAFTEs, Token Warrants

• Cryptocurrency derivative instruments



BASIC FRAMEWORK OF CRYPTO 
TAX

Part II



Existing Guidance
• Notice 2014-21 and IRS FAQs establish basic rule for convertible virtual currency 

(property transactions):
– Convertible virtual currency is treated as regular intangible personal property; foreign 

currency rules of §985 et seq. do not apply
– Mining rewards are ordinary income
– General employment, self-employment tax rules apply
– General character rules apply (e.g., ordinary income if dealer, as miners often likely to be)
– Basis recovery on sales: FIFO default, else specific identification

• Tokens for services (including “micro-tasks”) taxable as normal
– CCA 20203511

• Like-kind claims on token-for-token exchange do not work post-TCJA, and pre-TCJA 
very difficult to argue
– CCA 202114020

• “Air dropped” tokens or new tokens received on division of network into two 
networks are taxable at such time token recipient has dominion and control over 
new tokens
– Rev. Rul. 2019-24; CCA 202124008

• Reporting: Generally, same reporting rules as other property (so if crypto tokens 
paid as wages, should be on W-2, etc.); recent addition of §6045(c)(1)(D) and 
§6050I(d)(3) (discussed later)



How Far Does Guidance Go?

• No two networks alike: Analyze rights associated with token and network at issue; 
often distinguishable from Bitcoin, so much so that Notice 2014-21 might not be 
on point
– Not uncommon to argue “wrapping” and “bridging” transactions are not realization events
– Is “crypto form” associated with any common treatment?

• What is a network, and who owns it?: Guidance fails to answer who you are 
transacting with when you are transacting with “the network”, and to whom 
network activities might be attributed
– Consider whether your tax theory implies existence of entities, what their classification is 

(consider §7704), or if there is a violation of anti-“homeless income” rule of §468B(g)

• Special treatment?: Some participants stretch guidance, perhaps too far
– E.g., “dominion and control” concept in airdrop guidance used as argument for deferral that 

seems to not accord with general tax accounting rules
– But airdrop rules themselves do not accord with, e.g., unsolicited merchandise authorities

• Tax-exempt and foreign investors: No direct guidance offered on UBTI, ECI, 
sourcing, and withholding matters
– Mining can be trade or business





TAXATION OF COMMON CRYPTO 
TRANSACTIONS FOR FUNDS

Part III



CRYPTO TAX – GENERAL RULES

–Sale of Convertible Virtual Currency (CVC) – e.g. BTC, ETH

o Famously (or some would say, infamously) in 2014, the IRS issued 
Notice 2014-21 which concluded that virtual currency is treated as 
property not currency

–Thus, a sale of cryptocurrency or using crypto to pay for goods/services will be 
subject to gain recognition just like a sale of any other asset (i.e. if a coin was 
acquired for $1,000 and used to pay for goods or services valued at $1,500, the 
owner would need to recognize gain of $500 when using the coin, character of 
gain to be discussed later)

o This may or may not necessarily apply to non-fungible tokens (no such 
pronouncements from the IRS on NFTs)



CRYPTO TAX – GENERAL RULES

– Receiving Cryptocurrency

o Receiving crypto as payment for providing a service

o Mining crypto and earning rewards 

o Staking crypto and earning rewards

o Lending crypto and receiving interest payments

–May be ordinary income taxed at FMV (in USD) on date received

–Transfers between wallets of the same taxpayer are not taxable



CRYPTO TAX – GENERAL RULES

–Exchange of CVC 
o Exchange of one type of cryptocurrency for another is NOT eligible 
for Section 1031 treatment

– Also includes exchanging CVC for stablecoin

o Each trade of one cryptocurrency for another is a taxable event, the 
user must keep track of how much is gained or lost (in USD) on 
each transaction 



CRYPTO TAX – GENERAL RULES

–Ordering rules
o Since virtual currency is considered property and not a type of 
currency, it is not fungible. Therefore, a user can specifically identify 
which coin is being sold or exchanged in order to benefit from long-
term capital gains rates

o This would apply regardless of whether the coins or held in a single 
wallet or as is more likely, across multiple wallets

–However, easier to identify if in single wallet

o If not specifically identified, FIFO likely to be utilized



CRYPTO TAX – IMPACT ON INVESTORS

– Different investor classes have different concerns and 
interests

o US taxable investor

–Subject to graduated rates on ordinary income

–Avoid two levels of taxation (flow-through treatment on investment 
vehicle)

–Maximize long-term capital gains

–Defer recognition



CRYPTO TAX – IMPACT ON INVESTORS

– Different investor classes have different concerns and 
interests

o US tax-exempt investor

–Tax exempt income only

–Avoid UBTI 

»Are mining activities, staking activities and staking rewards treated 
as UBTI? Some have argued no different than a dividend but there 
are differences

»May depend upon amount of computing power utilized

»Funds can use AIVs (alternative investment vehicles) or blockers 
to get around potential UBTI issues

o Absent further guidance, this will remain a hot-button issue 



CRYPTO TAX – IMPACT ON INVESTORS 

– Different investor classes have different concerns and interests

o Non-US investor

– In general, foreign investors are exempt from US tax on capital gains and 
therefore have a strong preference that income generated from investments in 
crypto be treated as not related to a US trade or business

– Investment activities vs. trading activities

–Commodity trading safe harbor under 864(b)

»Mining plus selling = dealer in cryptocurrencies?

–AIVs/Blocker structures could be utilized 

o Although not without some uncertainty, it would appear income 
generated would not be FDAP



Timing and 

Tax 

Accounting 

for Airdrops, 

Hard Forks

• When should taxpayers include airdrops, hard forks and 

staking rewards in income?

• Under Rev. Rul. 2019-24, new cryptocurrency received in an 

airdrop or hard fork is taxable at the time the taxpayer asserts 

“dominion and control” over the cryptocurrency.

• What do we know?  

• The treatment of cryptocurrency account holders on exchanges 

such as Coinbase. 

• When the holder maintains an account on a cryptocurrency 

exchange, the holder is taxed when the new cryptocurrency is 

credited to the holder’s account.  For example, BCH split from 

BTC in a hard fork on August 1, 2017.  But Coinbase only 

credited BTC accountholders with BCH on December 19, 

2017.  Under Rev. Rul. 2019-24, the Coinbase accountholders 

are only taxed on BCH on Dec. 19, 2017, not on Aug. 1, 2017.



Timing and Tax Accounting for Airdrops, Hard Forks:

Private Keys and Dominion and Control

• What is unclear about timing for Airdrops, Hard Forks and staking?  The significance of 

control over a private key.

• What if the holder has sole control over the private key?  In CCA 202114020, this meant 

taxpayer had income at the precise moment of the BCH split.  

• When a taxpayer receives an unsolicited airdrop, such as BCH, and the taxpayer controls 

her private key, is the appearance of an unspent transaction in the form of BCH on a 

blockchain ledger sufficient to trigger a taxable event?  Or does the taxpayer have to 

assert some more clear indication of dominion and control?



On the date of exercising “dominion and control” over an airdrop or hard fork, the 
taxpayer has ordinary income equal to the value of the airdrop or hard fork and the 
taxpayer’s holding period begins.

Taxpayers arguably have flexibility to document the beginning or deferral of income from 
an airdrop especially if this documentation is contemporaneous, uniformly applied, has 
some independent justification and is not purely backwards cherry picking.

For example, for deferring during a diligence period, the taxpayer may explain a process 
for identifying an airdrop / hard fork and determining if an airdrop is safe to control.  

For accelerating the inclusion of the airdrop / hard fork, the taxpayer may document 
intent to assert control on a specific date.

Timing and Tax Accounting for Airdrops, Hard Forks:
Private Keys and Dominion and Control



Timing and Tax Accounting for Hard Forks:
Which is the “new” Token?

• Which is the “new” cryptocurrency in a 
hard fork?



Timing and Tax Accounting for 
Staking

• For staking income, similar issues arise in the context of timing.

• With other staking rewards, stakers can be penalized or have 
to pay a fee to receive their rewards.

• The rewards can be identified with a particular wallet address 
but claiming the rewards requires the wallet holder to incur 
some expense.

• Here, is it proper to defer income until stakers pay the fee and 
assert control over the rewards?  Does the period of deferral 
matter?

• In Jarrett, the taxpayers are arguing that staking rewards are 
only taxable when the rewards are sold.  Here, the taxpayers 
claim staking rewards are self-created property.  They are not 
claiming timing is based on dominion and control.  [This will be 
covered later.]



Timing and Tax Accounting for Tokens Subject to Lock Up

• Sometimes, taxpayers receive airdrops or grants of cryptocurrency subject to 

trading restrictions.

• For example, an advisor to a project receives a grant of a new cryptocurrency 

token subject to a one-year lockup period.

• What is the significance of lockups and restrictions on trading?

• Does it matter if the lockup is enforced through a contract specifying the time 

when the holder has the legal right to trade or transfer the cryptocurrency?

• What is the trading restriction is enforced through software coding and a 

“smart contract” but not through a legally enforceable contract?

• The holder’s method of accounting matters: cash vs. accrual.



Timing and Tax 

Accounting for 

Airdrops, Hard 

Forks, Staking

1. Constructive Receipt 

• Cash basis taxpayers are taxed on actual or constructive receipt of 
cryptocurrency.

• Under United States v. Fletcher 562 F.3d 839 (7th Cir. 2009), in 
deciding if stock placed in escrow subject to a lockup period was 
constructive received, the Seventh Circuit explained that to 
determine if constructive receipt takes place, “The more likely it is 
that the conditions will be satisfied, and all restrictions lifted, the 
more sensible it is to treat all of the stock as constructively received 
when deposited in the account.”

• For cryptocurrency subject to a lockup, the timing of taxation 
depends on how likely it is that all conditions will be satisfied and 
the cryptocurrency released from the lockup.

• The cryptocurrency could be subject to loss through hacking, 
network disruptions, lose of private keys, an absence of a market to 
trade or exchange.



Timing and Tax Accounting for Airdrops, Hard Forks, 

Staking

2. Accrual Basis 
Taxpayer: 

Reasonable 
Accuracy

For an accrual basis 
taxpayer, income is 
only accrued when, 

among other 
requirements, the 
amount “can be 
determined with 

reasonable 
accuracy”.

When the price of 
crypto can fluctuate, 

and the crypto is 
subject to a lockup, 
can the amount be 
determined with 

accuracy?



Taxation of New Tokens and Token Projects:

SAFT Framework

• In October 2017, Cooley and Protocol Labs published SAFT whitepaper, purporting to identify a 

way to issue tokens in compliance with securities law.

• A SAFT contract is a security, but the token issued pursuant to a SAFT was supposed to be a 

functional consumer good that was not a security.

• SAFT framework no longer appears to be viable as originally envisioned because the SEC has not 

created any safe harbor or framework for issuing tokens that are not securities.

• However, investors continue to be interested in tokens and SAFTs and similar contracts continue to 

be used.



SAFTE and other 

Convertibles

• No clear replacement for SAFT, but 

many variations have sprung up: 

token warrants, DPA, SAFTE, others.

• Investors want option for equity in the 

event there is an early equity 

fundraising round before a token sale 

or if tokens can’t be publicly issued.

• SAFT had advantage of simplicity and 

was based on model that VC investors 

are familiar with.  Convertible 

contracts are more complex and raise 

tax issues.



Tax Considerations for SAFT: 

Token Issuer

• SAFT is generally treated as a prepaid forward contract for tax 

purposes.  

• In a SAFT, the token issuer typically has to return all money if the 

token is not issued by a specific date in the future.  How important 

is this feature / requirement in a SAFT contract?

• Token issuer is not taxable on SAFT proceeds until token is issued.

• When token is issued, issuer has taxable revenue equal to original 

SAFT proceeds, but may deduct all expenses up to (and including) 

the year of issuing the token.

• Assuming tax event is deferred until token is issued, no “phantom 

income” and tax is deferred until token is issued!

• Is it proper for issuer to defer income until token is issued?



Tax Considerations for SAFT: Investor

BECAUSE SAFT 
IS TREATED AS 

PREPAID 
FORWARD 

CONTRACT, THE 
SAFT IS 

TREATED AS A 
CONTRACT 
SEPARATE 
FROM THE 
TOKENS.  

FOR INVESTOR, 
SAFT IS 

PROPERTY, BUT 
NOT THE SAME 

AS TOKEN.

INVESTOR 
STARTS 

HOLDING 
PERIOD IN 

TOKEN THE DAY 
AFTER TOKEN 

IS ISSUED.



Tax 

Considerations 

for SAFTE, 

convertible 

contracts

• SAFTE and other contracts that are convertible into 

equity or tokens are likely treated as equity for tax 

purposes from day one, not a forward contract. 

• If investor converts into tokens, there may be adverse tax 

consequences if the token has a high value.

• First, the company has “phantom income” equal to the 

market value of the token (based on price on exchange 

on date of conversion).

• Second, the investor has gain or loss equal to the 

difference between the market value of the token and the 

investor’s original investment.



Solutions to Tax Problem for SAFTE

Issue separate equity option and token option.  But this is a very different 
investment than a SAFTE because investor can get both equity and tokens.

It may be possible to issue two separate contracts but link them together.  

Token warrant / preferred stock is a common investment unit.



Mining and Staking

• Introduction to mining and staking structure

• “Self-creation/extraction” and inflation 
arguments

• Trade or business? Whose?

• Analysis for three investor types



Mining

NetworkNetwork

Token 
holders

Network 
operators11 22

Operators solve complex math problem, getting 
right to validate crypto transactions and record 
them to network; network and/or transaction 

fee pays them tokens if they do it fastest

Token holders use tokens (e.g., 
transfer them) in manner that 

needs to be recorded on network; 
may have to pay transaction fee





Staking

NetworkNetwork

Token 
holders

Network 
operators11 22

Non-network operators may stake 
own tokens to an operator 

(“delegate”), sharing in risk and 
reward of operator

Operator stakes 
own tokens

• Operators chosen by network to have right to right to validate crypto transactions 
and record them to network

• Reward tokens paid if chosen or simply have tokens staked
• Staked tokens (of both operator and delegator) can be destroyed if network 

operator does not properly update network

Like prior slide, 
token holders 

use tokens



Self-Creation, Extraction for Rewards

• Argument: Operators create/discover/extract tokens when they
receive reward—”Who else could it be?”
– Jarrett settlement is weak support

• Tax Treatment if Right: No tax on receipt, ordinary income on sale
(as almost certain inventory); partnership structures a la natural
resources could aid planning

• Problems: Not widely viewed as correct by practitioners
– Analogy: Equity compensation from companies can equally be drafted 

as “appearing” in hands of compensee, but clearly “from” service 
recipient (company)

– Distinction #1: Rewards economically exist to incentivize operators to 
do service to network (updating, validating) and therefore its users; 
self-creation and extraction do not benefit others until they receive 
ownership of product

– Distinction #2: Crypto market extraordinarily liquid; arguably closer to 
receiving cash than most commodities—it’s why convertible virtual 
currencies distinguished from non-convertible



Inflationary Treatment of Rewards

• Argument: Varies, but centers on economics—issuance of new rewards
from network for staking/mining is inflationary, and thus would apparently
devalue existing tokens—miners/stakers should not be taxed on rewards
to the extent they reduce value of holdings

• Tax Treatment if Right: Some portion of tokens received by miner/staker
either received free of tax, or miner/staker receives deduction (potentially
subject to deduction limitations)

• Theories: Not widely viewed as correct by practitioners
– Analogy to stock dividends seems misplaced; Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 

189 (1920) de facto not good law, and current §305 has “hair trigger” rules 
easily causing 99% stock dividend to be wholly taxable

– Hyperinflationary currency rules not applicable (not a currency, El Salvador’s 
recognition not a clear change because of lack of government control)

– Arguably a supplier-based intangible (right to receive network services from 
network operators), but no useful life limit or obvious basis to depreciate

– If tokens represent undivided interest in total network benefits, could argue 
new token issuance creates deduction to previous owners; with specific 
identification, perhaps could choose high-basis tokens



Trade or Business? Whose?

• Does automation matter?
– View #1: Nothing about automated nature of mining/staking appears to 

prevent trade or business finding; a store run by robots seems to still be a 
store, if avoids indicia of hobby, has sufficient regularity to rise to that level

– View #2: For staking at least, or perhaps just delegation, activity is minor; no 
specialized equipment needed—merely having to ask for dividends to receive 
them is not a business, and this seems like not that much more

• Other question is delegator’s role in staking trade or business
– They are paid a percentage of what network operator receives, per token 

staked
– Not clear this is net profits as typically needed to find partnership—perhaps 

merely gross receipts
– Also not clear delegated tokens are “used” by network operator as capital
– Closely resembles a guarantor/surety, with delegation effectively a form of risk 

underwriting for operator, except with payment done as percentage of gross 
receipts and amount of underwriting



Use of Blocker 
Corporations to Solve 
Differing Investor Tax 
Preferences
Goals of Blocker Corporation
• Locate UBTI/ECI-generating activity 

below corporation, and corporation 
reports instead of investors

• Generally, only foreign/tax-exempts will 
want to be in blocker (usually just adds 
to U.S. taxable’s tax)

Jurisdiction of Blocker
• For income avoiding U.S. ECI or 

withholding tax, foreign is better; no tax 
at foreign corp level nor to tax-exempt 
or foreign taxable holders

• Else, foreign may create greater total 
taxation

Other Tax Savings with Blocker?
• Debt-financing can sometimes be used 

to reduce effective tax rate (because 
interest may avoid U.S. tax)

• U.S. taxable persons can benefit from 
investing through foreign corporation in 
special circumstances (e.g., CFC/PFIC can 
avoid deduction limitations; non-CFC 
non-PFIC can create long-term income 
deferral)

Notes: Blocker “above” structure pictured, 
but blocker “below” also possible
Sponsor entities not pictured

Fund

Blocker

US Taxable LPs Other LPs



Considerations for Three Investor 
Types

• U.S. Taxable: 
– Consider self-creation, extraction, inflationary positions; 

perhaps better left to investors to take contrary position

• Tax-Exempt:
– Delegation might avoid UBTI; assume otherwise not avoided

• Foreign:
– Assume onshore mining/staking creates ECI; perhaps delegation 

is exception
– If delegation is exception, sourcing appears to be location of 

business of network operator (analogy to guarantee fees); 
operator presumably failing to withhold

• Especially for tax-exempt, foreign, consider mining/staking 
in foreign corp with operations fully offshore
– Even U.S. could benefit if offshore income merely GILTI or 

corporation avoids CFC, PFIC status



CLASSIFICATION OF CRYPTOCURRENCY 
FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES

Part IV

704(c) aggregation, etc.

Losses (what kind of loss?)

Contributions

Distributions (money or marketable securities)

Wash-Sale

Straddle



CRYPTO TAX – CLASSIFICATION – OTHER PURPOSES

– 704(c) and Treas. Reg. 1.704-3(a)(10) –”Anti-abuse rule”

o “Allocation method is not reasonable if the contribution of property and the 
corresponding allocation of tax items with respect to the property are made "with a 
view" to shifting the tax consequences of built-in gain or loss among the partners in 
a manner that substantially reduces the present value of the partners' aggregate tax 
liability”

– FAA 20204201F noted: “Sec 704(c) regulations do not describe what is required for a 
contribution of property and allocation of tax items to be made "with a view" to shift the 
tax consequences with respect to the property

– How would a contribution of cryptocurrency be impacted by these rules?



What if my 

Crypto is 

Stolen, Lost, 

or becomes 

Worthless? 

• Section 165(a) permits noncorporate taxpayers to deduct certain 

losses connected to a trade or business or in a transaction entered 

into for profit.

• This may allow individuals to claim deductions for lost or stolen 

cryptoassets may include when accounts or wallets are hacked, 

exchanges disappear, private keys are stolen, or if the hardware or 

software that stores private keys is destroyed.

• Because BTC is likely a commodity, not a “security” the consensus 

among tax practitioners is that it does not qualify for a worthless 

security loss under §165(g).  

• The character of any such loss is a complex topic and could 

potentially be capital or ordinary depending on the specific facts, 

and especially whether the taxpayer received any consideration or 

benefit from the loss.

• Cryptocurrency transactions could result in reportable loss 

transactions subject to disclosure on Form 8886 if a taxpayer 

claims a loss under §165 in excess of certain thresholds.



Will my 

contributions of 

Crypto to a 

Partnership be Tax 

Free?

• Under Code §721(a) Contributions of property (like 

crypto) to entities treated as partnerships are normally 

tax free. 

• But, under Code §721(b), a contributor will have to 

recognize gain (not loss) if:

– The partnership is an “Investment Company.”

– Such contribution results in a diversification of the 

transferor’s interests.



Definition of “Investment Company”

• For purposes of §721(b) “Investment company” means an entity with a value consisting of 80% or more of “stock and 

securities.”

• “Stocks and securities” are defined in §351(e)(1)(B) as:

– Money/ foreign currency

– Stock and other equity interests in a corporation, loans and debt, options, forward or futures contracts, notional 

principal contracts (such as swaps), and derivatives

– Equity interests or convertible interests in a partnership, REIT, mutual fund or other related entities

– Any interest in a precious metal unless used or held in the active conduct of a trade or business after the 

contribution 

– An interest in an entity that consists of any of the above. 

• Contributors of crypto must ask two questions:

– Is the contributed cryptocurrency classified as “stocks and securities”? 

• As we will discuss later, there is a general consensus among tax practitioners is that most crypto, 

including  BTC, are commodities, not “stocks and securities.”

– If the contributed crypto is classified as “stock and securities” does the total value of the partnership consist of 

80% “stock and securities” as defined above? 



Most Cryptocurrencies are 

not classified as “stocks and 

securities”

• Most cryptocurrencies are not “stocks and 

securities” but are likely “commodities” and 

therefore may be exempt from the 

“diversification” rule.

• To the extent a cryptocurrency may be 

classified as stock or a security, the 

contribution of such cryptocurrency is 

potentially taxable to the extent the fund is an 

“investment company” and the contribution 

results in diversification.



Distributions of Crypto from a Partnership

• When a partnership makes a distribution to a partner, §731(a)(1) provides that gain is not recognized by the 

partner except for “money” distributed that exceeds the adjusted basis of the partner’s interest in the 

partnership immediately before the distribution. 

• §731(c) treats “marketable securities” distributed by a partnership as a distribution of “money” for purposes 

of determining gain under §731(a).

– Generally, “marketable securities” for purposes of §731(c) are financial instruments and foreign 

currencies that are actively traded (as defines in §1092(d)(1)) on the date of distribution.

• ”Marketable securities” treatment will not generally apply in two circumstances:

– The partner had previously contributed the security to the partnership 

– An investment partnership makes the distribution to an eligible partner under  §731(c)(3)(C)(iii)(I) 

who only contributed qualified assets defined in 731(c)(3)(C)(i)

• Although the IRS has not issued any guidance on the matter, BTC (and many other cryptocurrencies) is 

likely classified as a commodity, not a “marketable security”.



Distributions of Crypto from a Partnership: Loss

• A partner will not recognize loss on a partnership distribution unless all three of the 

following requirements are met:

– The adjusted basis of the partner's interest in the partnership exceeds the 

distribution.

– The partner's entire interest in the partnership is liquidated.

– The distribution is in money, unrealized receivables, or inventory items.



Wash Sale (§1091)

• If applicable, could defer losses if sale of built-in-loss 
crypto and purchase of (or entering into olf contract or 
option to acquire) substantially identical crypto made 
within 30 days of one another

• Only applicable if crypto is “stock or securities”;  very 
unlikely for most crypto, considering narrow read of 
that under §1091
– See Gantner v. Commissioner, 91 T.C. 713 (1988)

• Failed effort to amend §1091 to apply to digital assets 
further evidence it does not currently apply



Straddles (§263(g) and §1092)

• If applicable, loss and interest to carry offsetting 
position deferred until position and offsetting 
position both closed; holding period may also 
restart

• Can apply to cryptocurrencies, as many are likely 
traded on “interdealer market” or otherwise on 
an established market, and thus can be publicly 
traded personal property

• Does require substantially offsetting positions, 
potentially including certain derivatives, options, 
or loans of crypto



REPORTING

Part V



CRYPTO TAX – REPORTING

–For individuals

o Ordinary income included on the 1040 or Schedule 1 as applicable 

o Capital gains and losses reported on Form 8949 (like other capital assets)

o Question is front and center on the 1040:



CRYPTO TAX – REPORTING

–For individuals

o IRS has announced increased efforts to investigate and refer individuals that 
are engaging in criminal tax fraud concerning cryptocurrencies for prosecution

o IRS is keen on investigating those who are falsely reporting their virtual 
currency income or those who are intentionally failing to report their income 
from virtual currency transactions



CRYPTO TAX – REPORTING

–For brokers

o New IRC Section 6045A(d) (effective for returns required to be filed, and 
statements required to be furnished, after 12/31/2023)

–Any broker, regarding any transfer (which is not part of a sale or exchange executed 
by the broker) during a calendar year of a covered security which is a digital asset 
from an account maintained by the broker to an account which is not maintained by, 
or an address not associated with, a person that the broker knows or has reason to 
know is also a broker, will be required to make a return for that calendar year, in the 
form determined by IRS



CRYPTO TAX – REPORTING

–For ANY trade or business

o Section 6050I has been amended to require a business that receives 
$10,000 in digital assets to file Form 8300 within 15 days of the receipt 
of the digital asset

o Similar to new reporting for brokers, this is effective for transactions 
after 1/1/24

o Thus, if, on January 2, 2024, a seller receives as payment $6,000 cash 
and $6,000 in Bitcoin, the seller will need to file Form 8300 by January 
17, 2024



CRYPTO TAX – REPORTING

–For all taxpayers

o Form 14457 updated to include voluntary disclosure for crypto related matters



CRYPTO TAX – REPORTING

o Form 14457 – continued

• The form allows you to add additional rows to report all 
different types of virtual currency



CRYPTO TAX – REPORTING

• Form 14457 – continued (instructions)



CRYPTO TAX – REPORTING

–For all taxpayers

o 46 FAQs (as of 3/25/22) https://www.irs.gov/individuals/international-
taxpayers/frequently-asked-questions-on-virtual-currency-transactions

o

https://www.irs.gov/individuals/international-taxpayers/frequently-asked-questions-on-virtual-currency-transactions

